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* * *  This section below contains those performers who are scheduled on or around the stage. * * * 
 
Jazzmin 

 
Bassist George Berry, guitarist and vocalist Kathy Ivers, and guitarist Eddie Kavetsky are known as 
Jazzmin and enthusiastically perform acoustic music.  Their performances include most of older musical 
arrangements because they feel the melodies and harmonies best fit their style.  
http://www.geocities.com/musicbyjazzmin  
 
New Smyrna Beach High School Showdolls 

 
The award winning Show Dolls re-enact a diverse range of musical performances with their dazzling 
colorful array of talented dancing entertainers.  They always capture their audience with a kaleidoscope 
of sound and motion.  
 
The Bandees 

 
The artistically creative favorite of many audiences are Stephen and Patricia Dees who combine their 
talents in the Bandees.  Their performance blends Rock, Pop, Folk, Jazz, Celtic, and a bit of Rock-a-
Billy to take listeners through diverse and energetic musical experiences. 
 http://www.bandees.com/menu.html  



 
Lionheart Band 
Based out of New Smyrna Beach, this five-member band is known for its crowd-pleasing rhythm. 
Whether they play Rhythm & Blues, Classic Rock, Disco, or Island music, their enthusiasm is infectious 
to all audiences. 
 
Jacqueline Jones 
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Captivating audiences with her voice, wit, and showmanship comes naturally for the dynamic Jacqueline 
Jones through a spirited blend of Jazz, Rhythm and Blues, and Contemporary music.  Whenever Miss 
Jones is on stage -- whether in song or in playful banter with the audience -- her devotion to the fine art 
of entertaining shines through. 
http://www.aboutmissjones.com/missjones.html  
 
 
Don Nedobeck Ensemble 

 
Interactive and witty entertainment are features of this ensemble who cleverly recreate early-American 
broadcast musical performances.  Their charisma skillfully blends melody and humor with the full sound 
of instrumentals. 
 



 
US Navy Band 

 
Pride is Navy Band Southeast's top-40 rock band. The band entertains playing a wide variety of 
contemporary music.  Whether playing today's top-40, country sounds, or even a touch of classic rock, 
this band presents a vibrant and unique sound. 
http://www.cnrse.navy.mil/Special%20Assistants/navy_band/NBSE.htm  
 
Larwence App 

 
Singer-songwriter Lawrence App performs a set of original and famous cover tunes that reflect his 
expressions of Jazz and international music.  His performances will feature vocals and guitar in a mixed-
media experience drawing from his two CDs, Dark Into Light and Acculturation. 
  
Jeff Rupert’s Art of Bossa Nova 

  
 
Famed Jazz saxophonist Jeff Rupert leads an extraordinary talented group called “Art of Bossa Nova.”  
This exciting group combines samba rhythms with sophisticated harmonies and understated melodies to 
produce music that charms listeners worldwide. 



* * *  The section below contains those performers who continuously throughout the day. * * * 
 
Marcus Paul 

 
Marcus Paul is an original Jazz guitarist who adds a wide range of percussion methods to enhance his music.  
With background music of his guitar and piano, Marcus plays the folk Harp and Flute Recorders to create some of 
the most beautiful music that some consider heavenly. 
http://www.marcuspaul.com  
 
 
Paul Price 

 
Paul Price performs instrumental and smooth jazz styles played on acoustic and electric guitars and the 
Chapman Stick.  Through the use of stationery stands holding various instruments, Paul plays several 
instruments by switching between them during a song. 


